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World Order types also plan events to coincide with what disasters astrologers suggest will happen. It is apparent that NWO
hires astrologers to co-ordinate their deadly
moves.
I offer a monthly update on your individual
horoscope if you wish to receive this for a
small fee. vpflet@hotmail.com

Remember: Skeptics are just ignorant
people who have not studied the subject
of astrology. They are misinformed simply because they are ignorant. I have

studied the subject. -- VPF
-------------the 2 hour daily period
when your ESP rises 300%
to 400% as documented by
physicist James Spottiswoode PhD. relates to the
Galactic Centre rising.
5:40 pm to 7:40 pm
this 2 hour period occurs 3
minutes 56 seconds earlier
each day.
More next issue.

Toronto Astrologer called more items last month:
Gold up again, Oil level again; did you make money this issue?? Oil remains stalled. email:
vpflet@hotmail.com

Astrology in the Bible

PART III

Stars for Signs:
Astrology in the Christian Bible
Who were “the Wise Men” and “Magi” in
the Bible?
What are “Wandering Stars” and “The Star
of Bethlehem”?
When did God create the Sun and Moon
and Stars?
Where does the the Bible say God made
stars “for signs”?
Why do some Christian fundamentalists
condemn the practice of Astrology?
Fixed Stars and Wandering Stars
As an example of how observing the stars
can help you find your position on Earth,
consider the following concept. If you live
far from Earth’s equator, south of the Tropic
of Capricorn or north of the Tropic of Cancer, notice how the Sun and Moon and all
the “wandering stars” of the zodiac never
appear directly overhead. Let us use a location in the Northern Hemisphere as a specific example. To even see the stars of the
zodiac, you have to be looking towards the
south. If you journeyed south towards the
equator, you would begin to see the zodiac
appear to “rise” higher and higher in the sky
(and the “north star” would appear lower
and lower in the night sky).
The King of the Jews
There had been an ancient prophecy that
when this “star” appeared it would be “a
sign” of the arrival of a Messiah. Since the
zodiac “Sign of Pisces” was associated in
legend with “the sign of the Messiah” of
the Hebrew people, the magi would interpret that as the arrival of a new Messiah or
“King” for the Jews. Unfortunately the political ruler, King Herod of Judea, was not
too pleased with the prospect of losing power and prestige when his own astrologers
advised him concerning this “sign” of a new
“King” being born! (Actually, the Roman
Empire controlled the land of Judea at the
time of Christ’s birth, and Herod was only
a political “puppet” King to the Romans,
who held the real power. The same set-up
is still used in modern times when a “conquering” nation allows the local rulers of
the controlled territory to run local affairs,
but in compliance with the more powerful
nation’s agenda. Often these puppet rulers
willingly oppress their own people, and the
people despise their own despot.)
Another Opinion about the Star of
Bethlehem
In his book The Star of Bethlehem: The
Legacy of the Magi, astronomer Michael
Molnar gives a well-researched opinion that
the Star of Bethlehem appeared in April of
6 B.C. when the planet Jupiter was eclipsed
by the Moon in the Sign of Aries. (Keep
in mind that astronomers use the Sidereal
System for determining the Signs, while
most modern western astrologers use the
Tropical System; thus the sign Mr. Molnar
calls Aries is the sign which most western
astrologers would call Pisces.) His research
began when his hobby of collecting ancient
coins with celestial images led him to purchase a Roman coin issued in 6 B.C. which
depicted the zodiac symbol for Aries, the
Ram, and some images of stars. You can
read some reviews of this interesting book
by clicking on the link above.
An interesting item I found in an overview
of Michael Molnar’s work was his report
of a Roman astrologer’s prediction that the
Emperor Nero would “fall” and then “rise”
again in the land of Judea. Nero did fall, but
he never made it to Judea, yet apparently the
Christians and Jews were aware of the prediction and were anxiously on the lookout
for the appearance of this one they called
the “anti-Christ”, or, as the Jews referred to
Nero, the “anti-Messiah”. In another item,

Molnar claims that it was the pagan celebration of the birth of the invincible Sun god
Invictus which the early Christian Church
leaders replaced with the celebration of the
birth of Christ in December, and not the Saturnalia celebrations.
The Astrologers: “And God spoke to
them in a dream”
I find it interesting that the Bible says (in
Matthew) that these foreign astrologers travelled a long way to find the baby Jesus and
to pay their respects and give gifts; while
the political King of his own nation tried
to find Jesus to kill him! Later in Christ’s
life, the Hebrew High Priest in Jerusalem
plotted to have the rabbi Jesus killed. The
astrologers came to honor Him. Yet some
Christians today believe that Astrology is
“the work of the devil” - and again I wonder
if they have actually read what it says about
these astrologers in their own Bible?
In the Book of Matthew, The Bible says
God spoke to the magi in a dream. It is surprising to think that the God of the Jews
would speak to wicked “pagans” in a dream
- or that they would listen and obey! The
good magi did obey God’s will, and saved
the life of Jesus by not telling King Herod
where they had found him through the use
of Astrology.
The Bible says the magi had originally
paid a visit to King Herod to enquire about
this sign of a Messiah for the Jews. Herod
had feigned an interest in finding this Messiah, supposedly so he could pay respects
to him, and asked the magi to come back
and tell him where to find the new Messiah.
All the while, Herod was secretly plotting to
kill him. But the magi went home by another route to avoid the evil King Herod; and it
is speculated that they also helped Jesus and
his family escape to safety in Egypt, which
was the place where the Bible says Jesus
dwelled throughout his childhood.
Was Jesus trained in Astrology?
During the time of Christ, the city of Alexandria in Egypt was a great center of learning and wisdom, a place where the world’s
largest Library and the greatest scholars
were found; and Astrology was studied and
taught there by learned men who considered
it part of the Wisdom of the Ages. It is even
possible that Jesus was trained in Astrology
and other ancient arts, for The New Testament quotes Jesus Christ as prophesying
that when He came again there would be
signs in the sun and moon and stars (see the
quote from Luke above).
Studying the Signs in the Stars
How will Christians know those “signs”
of the second coming of Christ unless they
learn how to interpret them? The study of
Astrology is an ancient arcane art practiced
by wise men throughout all of recorded
history, and many Kings and Queens and
Popes had personal astrologers to counsel
them. It was a tool used by the most learned
men of every ancient civilization, and found
a place in almost every religion. The Catholic Church has a long history of Popes who
consulted astrologers as personal and political advisors, even though more recent
Popes seem to hold astrology in disfavor.
It is said that the Vatican still contains the
largest library of astrological manuscripts in
the world.
In more modern times, several Presidents
of the United States consulted a personal
astrologer, including Lincoln and Reagan.
Ronald Reagan’s inauguration was scheduled for a time after midnight, an unusal
time for a national event - unless you are
trying to begin the ruler’s “reign” at an auspicious time calculated by an astrologer.
The “wandering stars” do not always align
at convenient times.
Christianity and “The Occult”
Christians are often warned against dab-

Afghan War for Minerals?

By Webster G. Tarpley

(Continued page B7) The basic outlines of
what is being presented by Risen as frontpage news were already published in a May
2004 World Bank report, which was used to
dictate minerals legislation to the Afghan
government. More recently, Afghan mineral
wealth has been hyped by the Afghan embassy in Washington on various occasions,
and was a featured theme of the visit here
last month by Afghan President Karzai.
Candidate Petraeus Touts “Stunning
Potential”
This planted puff piece is based on anonymous “senior US government officials.” The
only exception is General David Petraeus,
the warlord of the US Central Command,
the theater of operations in which Afghanistan is located. Petraeus is directly cited as
saying that the Afghan mineral riches whose
presence the US has confirmed represent a

“stunning potential” for the future development of the country. The implied message
from Petraeus to the Washington elite is,
to paraphrase, support me and cash in on
the riches of Afghanistan, or else wimpy
Obama’s self-serving pullout timetable will
allow the Chinese to move in.
“There is stunning potential here,” Gen.
David H. Petraeus, newly appointed Commander of U.S. and NATO troops in Afghanistan, said in an interview on 12 June
2010. “There are a lot of ifs, of course, but
I think potentially it is hugely significant.”
The repackaging and rehashing of the Afghan mineral story at this time represents
a bid to mobilize political support by Wall
Street, major minerals corporations, and other predatory interests to keep the US occupation of Afghanistan going far beyond the
July 2011 date set by Obama for the beginning of a gradual pullout of US forces. The

bling in “the Occult”. I am not sure where
this phrase came from originally, but it has
been given a negative connotation by some
Christians, especially the fundamentalist
sects, as if it were something connected
with black magic or witchcraft or “the work
of the Devil”.
Actually, the word “occult” is used in the
science of Astronomy, and it simply means
“hidden”. When the Moon passes in front
of the Sun during a solar eclipse, it is said
that the Moon “occults” or “hides” the Sun.
**
The term “occult” also means “hidden”
when it is used to describe kinds of knowledge or wisdom or teachings. Some things
are too profound to be understood by the
masses, and are kept “hidden” from the
general public. Some kinds of knowledge
might be misused, or even be dangerous if
misused, by persons who did not fully understand the principles involved. Today our
government calls certain knowledge “classified” and keeps it secret from the public
- “for their own good”. The knowledge may
be harmless in itself, yet some people could
misuse that knowledge for evil or harmful
purposes, so it is kept “hidden”.
The knowledge itself is “neutral” - neither
good nor evil. The secret to splitting the
atom was used for both atomic bombs and
nuclear power generating stations. But some
men will label the knowledge itself as evil,
and want to keep it hidden. Yet just because
this knowledge is “hidden” or “occult” does
not make it evil - it was only someone’s personal opinion that made it appear that way.
And the person who uses any knowledge
for evil purposes is actually providing the
“evil” part of the process.
People who would use the same knowledge only for good purposes would NOT
consider that knowledge being “hidden”
automatically makes the knowledge into
“a bad thing”. Your doctor does not explain
exactly how he prescribes a certain drug to
cure your illness, does he? And the drug
companies do not disclose exactly how they
make the drug, either. This does not turn
the mysterious process of the diagnosis nor
the “secret recipe” of the drug that cures
you into “a bad thing”, does it? The hidden
knowledge is being used to help you, but
you don’t need to know the secrets to get
the benefit of the cure.
In ancient times, the general public could
not even read or write, so much of the
knowledge and teachings of wise men was
kept from them, and thus was “occult” wisdom.
In the times when the powerful Catholic
Church was persecuting (and killing) people who did not follow their own religious
philosophy and doctrines, it was a matter of life and death to keep certain other
philosophies and forms of ancient wisdom
“hidden” from the persecutors, especially
during time of The Inquisition. This “hidden knowledge” is most likely what came to
be called “the occult”. But what choice did
men have when they could be killed simply for possessing a book of knowledge that
someone else did not want them to know
about? The problem was not in the hiding
of the knowledge, it was the in the people
who made it necessary to hide it.
In some cases, it was the same kind of
knowlege posessed by the ancient “magi”
of the Bible, passed on from generation to
generation to those entrusted with its use.
But it could also be knowledge such as
Galileo’s discovery that the the Earth and
planets actually revolved around the Sun.
By observing the motion of the Moon and
planets, Galileo could see the truth through
the telescope he invented.
But this was contrary to the doctrine of the
Catholic Church, and Galileo was called before the Inquisition and warned to “recant”
this now-obvious truth or be put to death
for “blasphemy”. Galileo wisely agreed to
article makes clear that, if the US should depart from Afghanistan, the immense mineral
wealth will fall easy prey to China. China,
it is noted, has already taken over a copper mine in Afghanistan. In March of this
year, it was a sudden alarm in Washington
that Karzai’s Afghanistan was slipping into
the Chinese orbit that motivated Obama’s
hasty visit to Kabul. The implication is that,
whether or not these minerals can actually
be developed by the United States, it is imperative to stay in Afghanistan to make sure
that they are denied to the Chinese.
The planted story is also designed to counter the growing war fatigue and defeatism
among the US-led coalition, which is building up in advance of the NATO summit
scheduled for Lisbon, Portugal this coming November. This coalition currently includes 46 nations, representing one third of
the military forces deployed, and an even
larger portion of the logistics necessary for
the occupation. The new British regime
has been signaling that its commitment to

state that he believed in the Church’s stubborn but seemingly stupid assertion that the
Sun revolved around the Earth, to satisfy
the Pope’s demand and save his own skin.
Eventually, the Catholic Church had to accept the truth which revealed their previous
belief about the nature of the solar system
had been an illusion.
One could infer from such a case that what
is called “the occult” is really just some
kind of knowledge which is not approved
by those in a position powerful enough to
persecute those who do believe in its truth,
as opposed to believing in “their truth”. It
does not necessarily mean that some “occult” teaching is not the actual Truth, as we
can see in the case of Galileo’s true scientific discovery; but merely that the untenable truth is simply some concept which is
not tolerated by some group of humans who
want to believe that it is not true, for their
own purposes.
To call certain kinds of knowledge “the
occult” does not really mean it is a “bad”
or “evil” kind of knowledge. Knowledge is
neutral. Labelling it as “occult” may simply
mean it is not understood by those who fear
what they cannot, or will not, understand.
Many of the people who condemn Astrology have not actually studied the subject to
be able to make an informed decision, but
are blindly believing what someone else has
told them to believe; and they fail to notice
that the person who told them may have a
self-serving personal interest in keeping the
facts from those who might think for themselves.
Other people regard Astrology as “bunk”
because they have only seen the simplistic
Sun Sign “horoscopes” in their local newspaper and assume that is all there is to Astrology. (I admit that I was once one of these
people.) It was very difficult in the past to
even find a book about Astrology (and few
people could read anyway), but in our era
and particularly since the 1960s there have
been many good books on Astrology available to anyone in any local bookstore.
If you were to watch the modern film titled
“The Name of the Rose”, starring Sean Connery, you would see a depiction of the kind
of religious persecution which was typical
in the Middle Ages, when even a book by the
Greek philosophers Plato or Aristotle would
be considered “the occult”, and reading it
or possessing it could be considered a reason to be called before The Inquisition and
tortured until a “confession” was extracted
from the hapless victim. If the accused did
not “recant” his belief in the proscribed information and acknowledge a belief in the
doctrine of the Catholic Church, he would
be put to death and his possessions would
be confiscated by the Church.
When it was a wealthy land-owner of the
nobility class in Europe who was brought
before The Inquisition in the Middle Ages,
there was an obvious incentive for the Inquisitor to find him guilty of “blashemy”
or “being under the influence of the Devil”,
and thus be entitled to confiscate his valuable property and add one more “legallystolen” estate to the vast holdings of the
wealthy Church organization. This would
be for the alleged purpose of “protecting”
the Holy Church from blasphemy, and the
hapless victim from the influence of “the
Devil”. The Catholic inquisitors and religious leaders would choose to torture a man
to extract the “confession” they sought, and
would kill a man to “save” him from the alleged influence of the devil.
Love Thy Neighbor / Judge Not
This was an interesting anomaly in the actions of a Church which purported to follow the teachings of Christ, who told people
to “love thy neighbor as thyself” and who
said, “Judge not, lest ye be judged.” (Continued next issue) Christians have often
overlooked the part of The Ten Commandments (which were delivered by Moses,
Afghanistan will not be eternal. Prime Minister David Cameron told British Tommies
in Afghanistan that they will be brought
home just as soon as their task is finished.
Air Chief Marshal Jock Stirrup, the highest
ranking uniformed military figure in the UK,
is being ousted in a signal of deep cuts to
come for the British military establishment.
Poland has demanded that NATO come up
with a detailed exit plan for ending the Afghan engagement. In Germany, the most
recent poll shows about 70% opposition to
the endless war, and budget cuts are looming in that country as well. The Netherlands
and Canada both intend to withdraw their
contingents from Afghanistan next year.
Turkey is another country with a presence
in Afghanistan that may soon become fed
up with this adventure, especially because
of the contemptuous and shoddy treatment
meted out to the Turks by the State Department over the Iran uranium enrichment and
Gaza aid flotilla issues.

